ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies (DeRisi et al., 1997; Spellman et al., 1998) have demonstrated the use of DNA microarray technology to measure gene expression comprehensively in a biological system across time. Within the resulting genome-wide expression data produced by this technology is an immense amount of biological information waiting to be discovered and organized. In particular, such time-series data provide a possible * To whom correspondence should be addressed. means for inference of transcriptional regulations among various genes, and finding of such regulations is one of the major aspects in microarray data analysis.
There are a few approaches for extracting regulatory information from time-series microarray data including simple correlation analysis , edge detection method (Filkov et al., 2002) , event method (Kwon et al., 2003) and Bayesian networks modeling (Friedman et al., 2000) . Among various approaches, correlation-based clustering is perhaps the most popular one for this purpose. This method determines whether or not two genes have a regulatory relationship by checking the global similarity between their expression profiles. However, it does not take into account the fact that there is often a time delay before the regulator gene product can exert its influence on the target gene. In fact, such time delay can significantly degrade the performance of the method. The edge detection method and the event method are specifically designed to overcome various shortcomings of the correlation-based analysis. While these methods have been shown to be more robust under certain conditions, they as well as the Bayesian networks approach, nevertheless, have not fully utilized the temporal properties of time-series data.
In this work, we propose an alternative approach based on the autoregressive (AR) modeling technique (Marple, 1987) to measure correlations between time-series expression profiles. The results we obtained can be used to infer potential regulatory relationships. This technique summarizes the essential features of an expression pattern by means of an estimated frequency spectrum. Specifically, the pattern is decomposed into a set of sinusoids of various frequencies so that each sinusoid can be considered separately during the analysis. Hence, this method provides us the flexibility to ignore irrelevant frequency components that may otherwise be too overwhelming.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present a brief explanation on AR modeling. Then, we proceed with a general discussion on different issues of transcriptional regulation. Finally, we discuss the experimental results of our technique using Spellman's α-synchronized yeast cell-cycle data set and followed by a conclusion.
METHODS
The mathematical analysis we present here is based on the well-known AR modeling technique for processing time-series data. In general, an AR model provides a parametric description for the second-order statistics of the time-series being analyzed. Specifically, the power spectral density (PSD) of the time-series can be described in terms of model parameters and the corresponding modeling error variance. For a given discrete data sequence x[n] for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, the sample at time index n is approximated by a linear combination of previous K samples of the sequence. The sequence in such a case can be written as, 
where T is the sampling interval. There are many welldeveloped algorithms for calculating a k s, including the Yule-Walker method, the Burg method, the covariance method and the modified covariance method. Readers should refer to Marple (1987) for more details on these algorithms. We choose the Burg algorithm in this work for calculating these AR coefficients and the corresponding continuous-infrequency PSD can be obtained by equation (2). Although the spectral properties of the sequence are already exposed in its estimated PSD, we are actually more interested in its essential characteristics, namely, the amplitudes and phases of its peak frequency components. These parameters can be estimated from an alternative approximation of the time sequence x[n] as a superposition of a set of discrete complex exponentials or sinusoids. In other words,
where t n = nT , The parameters α i , ϕ i , σ i , and ω i represent amplitude, phase, damping factor and frequency of the sinusoidal component i, respectively. Notice that we have used e d [n] to distinguish it from the estimation error defined in Equation (1). Now, a polynomial in z of degree K with z i s as its roots can be formed by
and using the fact that p(z i ) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, we can rewrite equation (3) as,
A direct comparison between Equations (1) and (5) suggests that the AR coefficients discussed previously are indeed the polynomial coefficients p k . Therefore, they can be used to construct the polynomial defined in Equation (4) and the complex frequency components of x[n] are obtained by finding its roots z i . Once these roots are found, the complex amplitudes c i can then be calculated by solving the set of N equations defined in Equation (3) in the least squares sense. Notice that the set of c i and z i pairs completely defined the discretized frequency spectrum of the sequence. This method has been used extensively for analysis of nuclear magnetic spectroscopy signals (Yan, 2002) . Before investigating the potential use of the AR modeling technique, it is necessary to state the assumption which will be used in our analysis later for transcriptional regulation. As mentioned in Kwon et al. (2003) , there are two types of regulation at the level of transcription-activation and inhibition. In the activation process, the product of gene A affects the transcription process of gene B such that the production rate for gene B increases. On the other hand, the inhibition process involves gene A's product decreasing the production of gene B. Following such definition, we would expect to observe in data a rise in gene A followed by a corresponding rise (activation) or fall (inhibition) in gene B with a certain amount of time delay, and a fall in gene A followed by a delayed fall (activation) or rise (inhibition) in gene B.
Under ideal circumstances, if the expression of gene A varying periodically at a constant frequency, the expression of gene B should be varying more or less at the same frequency. This frequency of variation, however, may not be easily seen from the two time-series expression profiles due to noise and other factors. For example, if gene B is under the influence of both gene A and gene C simultaneously, and the expression profiles of these influencing genes are varying at different frequencies, then the regulatory relationship between gene A and gene B may not be easily seen from their time-series profiles. This is particularly true for correlation-based similarity comparison. Hence, we are interested in detecting regulation relationship between two genes through the spectral properties of their expression measurements. The AR modeling technique described above allows us to obtain the frequencydomain details of an expression pattern, and we may then be able to identify the 'influence-by-gene-A' evidences from the spectrum of gene B's expression pattern in the above described situation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our analysis will be conducted on the Spellman's α-synchronized yeast cell-cycle data set which is available at http://genome-www.standford.edu/cellcycle . The full Spellman's α-synchronized data set consists of 18-point temporal mRNA level measurements sampled at every 7 min time interval for all 6178 ORFs in yeast. The test samples in this experiment were synchronized by α-factor method such that all the cells would be at the same stage in their cell cycle and the reported data are log ratios of the test sample expression by control sample expression level measurements. In the following discussion, we will focus on a subset of data which was selected by Filkov et al. (2002) . This set of data contains 439 pairs of known transcriptional regulations of which 343 pairs are activations and 96 pairs are inhibitions. Altogether, 288 genes are involved in these regulations.
As pointed out by Filkov et al. (2002) that less than 20% of known regulatory pairs exhibit strong correlations in Spellman's data set, we are required to search for other commonalities between two expression profiles of a regulated gene pair. The main objective in this work is thus to look for any spectral-domain feature which can help to detect potential regulatory candidates. In particular, we would like to know whether or not expression patterns of a regulated pair have fully or partially identical frequency contents. To achieve such objective, spectrum signatures obtained by the AR modeling technique for all 439 regulated pairs are compared. A brief eyeball examination reveals that there is not any strong feature which is unique for detection purpose, especially for those 96 inhibition pairs. We are, however, able to obtain a few interesting findings.
First of all, there are a number of pairs in which the two genes do not have visually similar expression patterns but do contain very similar frequency components. Figure 1 shows two examples of such regulated pairs. They are activation regulations with the first one involving genes YLR256W and YPR191W, whereas the second one involving genes YBR240C and YPL258C. As seen in this figure, the two genes in each regulation do not have similar expression patterns and their correlation coefficients are indeed −0.1491 for the first pair and −0.1127 for the second. Surprisingly, looking at the magnitude plots of the frequency components, we find that the time-series profiles in each regulation have very similar spectral characteristics. Their low values of correlation coefficients are due to the phase differences between closely matched frequency components. For comparison, the original expression patterns are plotted against their corresponding lowest frequency components in Figures 1(a) and (b) . The term lowest frequency component is defined as the spectral component having the lowest, but greater than zero, angular frequency. Notice that these lowest frequency components outline the general variations for the profiles, and the time-lags between the activators and activatees can be clearly revealed. Furthermore, the shortage of time samples in each expression profile reduces the estimation accuracy for its high frequency components.
Second, for those regulations with strong oscillatory but time-shifted expression pairs, we can easily identify them by using only the spectral magnitude information while ignoring the phase information. An example is given in Figure 2 (a) in which the expression profiles for an activation pair involving genes YAL040C and YER111C are shown. These two patterns strongly oscillate at around 0.76 radians per second but still have a relatively low correlation value of −0.3885 because of their time-lag and other unmatched frequencies. Now, looking at the spectral magnitude plot in Figure 2 (c) will find that their dominant components are closely matched with each other. One thing to be mentioned here is that the component for gene YAL040C at frequency of 3.1416 radians per second is not considered as the dominant one due to its large decaying factor. Another example which is an inhibition regulation is shown in Figure 2 (b). Careful examination of the dominant components' phase angles in these examples suggests that the activatee has a phase-lag within 0-180 • relative to the activator's phase angle, whereas the inhibitee has a phase-lead within 0-180 • relative to the inhibitor's phase angle.
Third, we are often required to neglect certain irrelevant components that may otherwise corrupt the correlation between two expression patterns. Actually, a large number of known regulations having weak correlations are caused by such noise-like components. Let us once again consider the example shown in Figure 2(a) . The components at 0.7248 radians per second for gene YAL040C and 0.8066 radians per second for gene YER111C, as shown in Table 1 , clearly dominate over the others and we may therefore correlate only these two components. As a matter of fact, the component-wise correlation with phase alignment in this case is 0.7665. Comparing to the original one of −0.3885, this new value strongly suggests the similarity between them. From the above three observations on known regulations, we believe that component-wise correlation analysis should be able to identify those missed by the traditional correlation method. As a result, a simple procedure is proposed to correlate expression pairs in a component-wise sense and the following five steps are involved:
(1) Use AR modeling technique to estimate frequency spectrum for each expression pattern in the gene pair being analyzed, in other words, the two time-series expression patterns (2) Pair up frequency components from one gene to their closest neighbor from the other, so for each ω i , the closest ω j is selected and vice versa.
(3) Reconstruct each of these matched up frequency pairs aŝ x i [n] = α i e σ i n cos(ω i n) andŷ j [n] = α j e σ j n cos(ω j n), and correlate them. (4) Scale the resulting correlation coefficients by energy ratios of involving components to dominant components, and (5) Select one with maximum scaled correlation coefficient and use its corresponding non-scaled value as the final score for the gene pair (the non-scaled value can be directly compared with the traditional correlation).
The reconstructed components in step 3 do not use any phase information (they are all set with zero phase angles). In other words, we align them in phase and the resulting coefficients should be called component-wise correlation with phase alignment.
Step 4 is included to reduce the chance of Dominant spectral component analysis picking up any frequency pair which is made up of noiselike components. In this step, energy for component i is defined as:
and the dominant component is the one having largest value of E x,i . We may also want to set up a frequency range so that only those components fall within this range should be considered during step 2. Now, with this idea in hand, the component-wise correlation analysis is applied to all 439 known regulations. The results indicate that there are 223 out of 343 activations and 55 out of 96 inhibitions are having their score greater than 0.5. greater than 0.9 and the expression patterns in each of these pairs strongly oscillate at almost identical frequencies.
To probe for further insights, the traditional and componentwise correlation methods are applied to all possible gene pairs in Filkov's data set. Since there are 288 genes involved in the 439 known regulation pairs, 41 328 possible pairs can be formed. In the context of our evaluation, every pair that occurs in the list of 439 known regulations is a true positive. Figure 3 shows how many true activation regulations are found by the two methods in their top-k candidates, where k varies from 5000 to 10000. It is seen that the two methods obtain similar number of true positives in their top-k candidates. Finally for illustration purpose, we arbitrarily choose the genes YBR240C and YAL040C as references and then find all other genes in Filkov's data set such that their componentwise correlation coefficients are greater than 0.7. After the analysis, we find that there are 55 out of 288 genes for the first case and 59 out of 288 genes for the second satisfy this threshold requirement. These two set of genes with their scores are shown in Figure 4 and their oscillatory properties are clearly revealed after arranging their phases in descending order. Within these genes, one out of five known activation regulations for gene YBR240C is contained in the first set and three out of six for gene YAL040C are contained in the second.
Notice that genes below the reference one have their phases lag by 0-180 • relative to the reference gene's phase, therefore, they can be considered as potential activated candidates. On the other hand, genes above have their phases lead by 0-180 • , and they can be considered as potential inhibited candidates. If we look at the known activatees for the two examples shown in Figure 4 , we realize that they all locate below their corresponding activators. Our method does allow us to look at the temporal aspects of time-series expression data. Specifically, it can reveal the hidden component-wise relationship, which cannot be obtained from the traditional correlation method, between two expression profiles.
After presenting the results obtained from our algorithm, we would like to address various limitations of the proposed algorithm. First, its performance is limited by the number of samples available for each expression profile. Frequency component estimation accuracy depends heavily on the length of the signal. Second, the experimental data set we used describes the genes' behavior under a very restricted set of environmental conditions, and so many regulators may not be expressed at all. Third, many of the 439 gene pairs are possibly regulated post-transcriptionally, and therefore, we would not expect to identify them based on microarrays data alone. Nevertheless, the method does provide us a list of possible candidates to look at during an explorative identification of yet unknown gene regulations. In addition, the casual relationships among genes (obtained from the phase information) allow us to distinguish the type of regulation (activation and inhibition).
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the use of AR modeling technique to extract the spectral characteristics of time-series expression data and use them to infer potential regulation relationships among genes. This method allows us to analyze the temporal aspect of time-series microarray data. In particular, it can reveal the hidden component-wise relationship between two expression profiles. Furthermore, a simple component-wise correlation algorithm has been proposed to measure similarity between an expression pair in component level. This algorithm can successfully detect whether or not two expression patterns have common dominant oscillatory components and is able to identify regulation pairs that may be missed by the traditional correlation method. Finally, the phase information obtained from AR modeling technique provides a possible way of separating between potential activation or inhibition regulations.
